AlphaACT® FIRE is a web-based training solution that helps fireground incident commanders improve their situational awareness and decision-making skills in fire response.

**FEATURES**

- Offers training scenarios based on actual firefighter experiences
- Uses historical cases from Near Miss, NIOSH, NFIRS and more
- Tracks individual user data, including scenarios played, results, and analytics
- Addresses Life Safety Initiative #8 as defined by the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation
- Delivers new scenario training every month

For more information support@alphatrac.com

AN OFFERING OF
HOW IT WORKS

Gain Situational Awareness

Leverage Events from History

Develop course of action

Subscribe and Receive

- Unlimited access to the full library of interactive, multi-part scenarios
- Access to additional scenarios, added to the library every month, based on trending topics and problem areas in the fire community
- Performance assessment with individual user tracking, including scenarios played, results, and analytics
- Access to a 1-hour online introductory course on Crisis Decision-making

For more information

support@alphatrac.com

AN OFFERING OF
Address Firefighter Safety Training Gaps
Dive deeper and more frequently into training focused on improving situational awareness and crisis decision-making skills, two of the leading causes of firefighter injuries and near miss events identified by the IAFC’s National Near Miss Program.

Train On The Current Problems in the Fire Community
From grow operations to new construction materials, access new and relevant scenarios added to the library every month, addressing the current and growing needs of the fire community.

Deal With The Growing Experience Gap
The experiences of veteran firefighters are quickly being lost to retirement. Build up the rolodex file of experience for the next generation of Incident Commanders. Rapidly and consistently train on scenarios based on actual events.

Understand Firefighter Performance
Discover your strengths and address your weaknesses. Access system integrated technology and analytics that allow you to get a grip on performance measurements that matter.

For more information support@alphatrac.com